
Ask  The  Guy’s  Guy:  If  He
Isn’t  Ready  To  Date,  What
Should I Do?

By Robert Manni

Question from Olivia MacBeth (Binghamton, NY): “What should I
do if the guy I really like isn’t ready to date yet? Should I
keep waiting or should I move on?”

Keep waiting or move on?

When a guy says he “isn’t ready to date yet” there are usually
only two reasons for his hesitancy to go out with with a great
woman like you. The first consideration is that he’s coming
out  of  a  painful  break  up  and  needs  time  to  lick
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his  wounds  before  jumping  back  into  shark-infested  dating
waters. If this is the case, I suggest you give him some time.
Maybe let him heal for a month or so, but that’s it. You both
need to get on with your lives. If he needs a little time,
make sure he’s being truthful, then clock his behavior while
his heart “heals” and watch how he handles the situation.
Every guy gets dumped, but what often separates one man from
another is how they handle challenging matters of the heart.
Of course you want  to date guy who’s in touch with his
feelings, but if he’s still pining for his ex after a certain
period of time, that a signal that it’s time for you to move
on.
Related Link: Ask The Guy’s Guy: What to do if You Find Your
Partner Using Online Dating Sites
On the other hand, it a guy has not recently come out of a
break  up  but  is  still  hesitant  about  dating  you,  that’s
another story which does not have happy ending. When a guy is
single and available, yet remains non-committal about dating
you, that means one of two things. He’s either interested in
someone else or he’s just not that into you. If either is the
case, take a deep breath, exhale, hold your head high, and
move on.
After all, do you really want to wait around for a guy who is
not jumping at the chance to date you? I doubt it.
Hope this helps. Good luck.
Related Link: Ask The Guy’s Guy: How to Win a First Date After
Meeting Online 
If you would like relationship expert Robert Manni to answer
your  online  dating/relationship  questions,  please  email
gillian@nvmediainc.com

More about the Guy’s Guy: 
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Robert is the host of Guy’s Guy Radio, featured on Blog Talk
Radio  and  available  on  iTunes,  Stitcher,  and  TuneIn.  The
weekly podcast features interviews with relationship coaches,
entertainers, authors, wellness experts, spiritual teachers,
sports  personalities,  and  a  weekly  “Guys’  Guy’s  Guide”
exploring current guy-focused topics.

His novel, THE GUYS’ GUY’S GUIDE TO LOVE, praised as the
“men’s successor to Sex and the City,” has been developed into
two feature-length adapted screenplays, a scripted television
series (pilot and treatment), and a series of non-scripted
Guy’s Guy show concepts.

Robert has appeared on broadcast television (NBC’s Morning
Blend, WPIX11 Morning News) and is a frequent guest across a
spectrum  of  satellite,  terrestrial,  and  web-based  radio
programs and podcasts, as well as a contributor to Huffington
Post, Thought Catalog, Cupid’s Pulse, GalTime, is a featured
expert on GoodMenProject and YourTango. He was also named a
Top Dating Blogger by DatingAdvice.com.

Robert developed the Guy’s Guy Platform to help men and women
better  understand  each  other  and  bridge  the  growing
communication gap between the sexes. He continually creates a
fresh, robust palette of timely Guy’s Guy content focused on
life,  love  and  the  pursuit  of  happiness.  Whether  it’s
navigating  the  challenges  of  dating,  relationships,
friendship, career or wellness, Robert explores ways to help
both men and women be at their best so that everybody wins.
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